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The debate among phonics instruction and the whole language
approach and the research supporting a balanced approach were examined.
High utility phonics generalizations were identified from the literature. Those high
utility phonics generalizations that were appropriate for the primary grades were
applied to the vocabulary of a set of whole language readers. Lessons and
activities were developed to integrate phonics instruction with the whole language materials for first grade students. Implications for further research and
teacher training were discussed.
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CHAPTER 1
The Background of the Project
Introduction
Many methods of teaching reading have interested educators over the
years. Often the proponents of a particular method reject other methods and
claim that their method is the only way to teach reading. School administrators
and teachers rush to adopt the latest method, leaving behind methods and
strategies that at one time they valued. Perhaps it is time to stop looking for one
method and combine the strengths of many.
The Statement of the Problem
In recent years classroom teachers have been faced with a dilemma
regarding reading instruction. Whole language proponents declare that reading
should be taught using only whole functional language, while proponents of
phonics instruction argue that decoding skills are a necessary part of beginning
reading instruction (Fox, 1986). While neither side appears willing to compromise, there are those who advocate a blending of the two approaches. Batel and
Seaver (1984) propose "a defensible middle way" that combines direct phonics
instruction with the whole language approach in reading and writing.
Purpose of the Project
First this project examines the debate among the proponents of the whole
language approach and those of phonics instruction and reports on a growing
body of literature that supports a balanced approach that combines elements of
both whole language and phonics. Second, this project integrates phonics instruction and the whole language approach. From this integration, lessons
evolve that combine the strengths of both phonics instruction and the whole
language approach.
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Scog~of the Project
High utility phonic generalizations are identified through an examination of
relevant literature. These generalizations are applied to the vocabulary in thirtytwo whole language readers. The vocabulary words are grouped according to
individual generalizations and individual readers. Lessons are developed that
use a whole-part-whole format as advocated by Trachtenburg (1990).
Definition of Terms
Whole Language Approach. "Basically, whole language is an approach
that teaches reading as a holistic activity: reading is at all times treated as an
integrated behavior, never broken into separate skills. The emphasis is always
on meaning, and materials are expected to be real and relevant" (Heymsfeld,
1989, p. 65).
Phonics Instruction. "... it's a process of decoding new words by means of
recognizing spelling patterns in known words" (May, 1990, p. 219).
High Utility Phonic Generalizations. Phonic generalizations that have
been determined to have a reasonable degree of application as judged by the
percentage of utility (Clymer, 1963).
The Organization of the Project
The organization of the remainder of this project will be presented as
follows. Chapter Two will review the literature that examines the debate
surrounding phonics instruction and the whole language approach. Chapter
Three details the project design and procedures. Chapter Four contains the
project itself. Chapter Five contains summary, conclusions, and
recommendations for this project.

CHAPTER 2
Review of Related Literature
Introduction
A debate surrounding the teaching of reading has gathered considerable
momentum in recent years. The two camps, those supporting the whole language approach and those supporting phonics instruction, have the lines firmly
drawn and neither side shows an inclination toward compromise. A panel discussion by Aaron, Chall, Durkin, Goodman, and Strickland (1990) addressed the
issue of polarization in the field of reading instruction. Strickland made this
statement:
I think the teachers are in a terrible dilemma at times. I think
we-and when I say "we", I mean many of us who are the people that
teachers look to for expertise and direction-often come at discussions of
very important issues in a very monodimensional way. At times, our views
just overpower things to the point where we almost give the impressions
that, if teachers don't believe what we believe, then they're wrong.
(p. 310)
The issue of polarization extends into the area of research. Groff (1985) maintains "that the notions about reading instruction the new anti-phonics movement
holds are the result of misinterpretations of the findings of empirical research and
other matters" (p. 19).
In "Debunking the Great Phonics Myth", Carbo (1988) criticizes the validity
and quality of previous research supporting phonics instruction and, by implication, calls into question the validity of the phonics instruction itself. Chall's response to Carbo includes criticism of Garbo's research and the elucidation of
research since 1983 which supports phonics instruction (Chall, 1989). While this
makes for entertaining reading, it does not illuminate the way to go for the class3
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room teacher. This sharp, sometimes acrimonious, debate leaves teachers, who
see strengths in both camps, in a quandary (Milligan, 1988).
Whole Language Approach
Whole Language is an approach based on the idea that reading is a
constructive process requiring whole functional language, not language broken
into parts or subskills. Milligan (1988) states that ''the advocates of the whole
language approach believe effective readers see meaning as they read rather
than words or parts of words just as listeners hear meaning and not individual
words or parts of words" (p. 3).
Miller and Milligan (1989) set three purposes for their study comparing the
whole language approach with a basal reader approach:
1.

Determine whether children learn phonics decoding skills without
direct instruction.

2.

Compare effects of a whole language first grade reading program
with the effects of traditional basal reader programs on the
children's ability to comprehend print.

3.

Determine whether there is a difference in decoding and
comprehending abilities of subjects across ability levels.

In this study eight first grade classrooms in three low socioeconomic elementary
schools were used. The children were given the Reading Readiness Test (ART),
at the beginning of the year. The experimental group consisted of the 33 children
in two whole language classrooms who remained in the class to the end of the
school year. The control subjects were identified by searching the records of the
six control classrooms to find children who could be matched on the basis of
gender and their scores on the ART with the children in the experimental group.
A matched-pair design study was utilized.
At the end of the school year, the experimental and control subjects were
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administered a Nonsense Word Test to assess their decoding ability and a
Deletion Test (DT) to assess their ability to comprehend increasingly difficult
prose. The control treatment consisted of a word-centered skills approach based
on the scope and sequence of the Scott, Foreman and Company Basal Series
(1987). Trade books and other children's literature were available for the
children in the control classrooms, but instruction centered on the basal.
The treatment received by experimental group was a whole language
approach based on the assumption that learning to read is grounded on reading
itself and that improvement in reading comes as a result of reading. The books
used in this group were predictable books and no skills were explicitly taught.
The results were as follows:
1.

There was no significant difference between the mean scores
attained by the control and experimental subjects. The fact, that
the group that received no direct instruction in decoding scored as
well as the group that did, was interpreted to support whole
language advocates who believe the decoding skills used in
reading are learned by reading.

2.

The subjects in the experimental group attained significantly higher
scores on the DT than those in the control group.

The results of this study added support for a whole language approach.
However, the researchers stated that the low socioeconomic population may
have mitigated these findings.
Phonics
Phonics is a component of reading instruction based on the premise that
skills instruction is required for the beginning reader to most efficiently use the
graphophonemic cueing system. Furthermore, proponents of phonics maintain
that decoding skills are needed to get meaning.
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Butterfield and Eldredge (1986) found that students given direct, intensive
phonics instruction coupled with heterogeneous grouping and a literature approach made significant gains over students in traditional programs. The
decoding approach used in this study stressed blending and systematic phonics
instruction.
A study by Hislop and King (1973) looked at the ability of beginning readers to apply eighteen high frequency phonic generalizations in reading unfamiliar
words in lists and sentences. Analyses were made of differences due to year in
school, sex, explanation of responses, and whether direct phonics instruction
enhanced the subjects ability to apply phonic generalizations. The results
indicated that beginning reading programs should provide specific instruction in
order for pupils to apply phonics generalizations. Evidence was also found for
instruction beyond basic introduction of phonics generalizations to attain mastery.
The findings of this study supported the idea that direct phonics instruction helps
beginning readers to be more efficient when using the graphophonemic cueing
system.
Levin and Marchbanks (1965) investigated the cues by which children use
to recognize words. The subjects, 50 kindergarten and 50 first grade students,
were required to select from a group of nonsense words the one word similar to a
word that they had just been shown. Each word in the response category had
one cue that was the same as the stimulus word. Other cues were held constant. The results indicated that word recognition is based on letter cues rather
than on word shape and that the first and last letters were found to be the most
salient cues.
Groff (1985) refuted the claim that the irregularity of the English language
negates the usefulness of phonic generalizations in a study he conducted with 49
second grade subjects. A story was read to each student. The story contained
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14 irregularly-spelled key words. The words were pronounced as if they
conformed to phonic rules. Only 7.4 percent of the 686 responses given by the
pupils resulted in incorrect reproductions of the words. Groff interpreted his data
to suggest that children can make inferences about correct pronunciation of
irregularly spelled words. He further interpreted his findings to support direct,
intensive teaching of phonics.
Heymsfeld (1989) also dealt with the issue of the irregularity of the English
language and some theorists' objection to phonics instruction on that basis. She
states :
Consonant sounds are reasonably constant, and in conjunction with
the basic vowel rules they give a student a fighting chance at
approximating the pronunciation of an unknown word. Children who are
taught to attend to context and to demand meaning from what they read
can parlay this approximation into accurate decoding. (p. 66)
Ehri and Wilce (1985), in a study investigating whether beginning readers
use visual cue processing or phonetic cue processing to learn to read words,
summarized the results of many studies by stating: "Our position is that
instruction in phonetic analysis is essential, particularly since it may require a
shift in the cue system used naturally by prereaders" (p. 177).
Toward an Integrated Methodology
While the debate rages on, there are a number of researchers calling for
compromise. Mosenthal (1989), in The Whole Language Approach: Teachers
Between

a Rock and a Hard Place, labels whole language as a romantic

approach and phonics the academic approach. He states, "To help teachers,
researchers need to focus on the complementarity between the academic and
romantic approaches rather than on their incompatibility" (p. 629).
Johns (1989) typifies the debate as "the swing of the pendulum." He
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charges that the proponents of both sides are looking for simplistic ways to
improve reading instruction. He states:
There is a middle ground which can be found by teachers who seek
it. Such teachers will not get caught up in the power struggle, but will
instead, remain committed to their primary mission: developing literacy
among their students. In doing so, they will continue to apply what
works -

regardless of what we in the reading profession choose to call it.

(p. 5)
Miller and Stahl (1989) investigated the effects of whole language and
language experience approaches on beginning reading achievement by
performing a quantitative synthesis on two databases: The five projects
conducted as part of the United States Office of Education first grade studies and
46 additional studies comparing basal reading approaches to whole language or
language experience approaches.
The synthesis addressed four questions:
1.

What are the overall effects of whole language/language
experience approaches compared with the basal reading approach
predominant at the time of the study?

2.

Are these effects different at kindergarten (or at the child's first
exposure to formal schooling) than in first grade?

3.

Do whole language/language experience approaches have a
differential effect on different aspects of reading (word recognition,
decoding, comprehension, etc.)?

4.

Have whole language/language experience approaches grown
more effective over time?

The results of the analysis suggested that, overall, whole language/language
experience approaches were approximately equal to basal reading approaches
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in their effectiveness.
However, the evidence also suggested that whole language/language
experience appeared to be more effective in kindergarten where learning about
print and its functions is the key emphasis. The basal approach has stronger
effects in first grade where learning about decoding print accurately takes
precedence. They also found that whole language/language experience
approaches appear to produce stronger effects on measures of word recognition
than on measures of reading comprehension.
In effect, the results of the study recommend that the whole language/
language experience approach may be most effective in teaching functions and
conventions of print and reading. Whereas, approaches using more direct
instruction may be more effective at helping children to work toward reading
comprehension.
In the discussion of their research, Miller and Stahl (1989) concluded that
a combination of whole language, language experience, and basal (particularly
as it pertains to decoding skills) approaches may be indicated by the research
base. They also suggested that the best, most efficacious aspects of each
approach can be integrated into one methodology.
In an assessment of reading instruction focusing on how well and how
often students read, Greenlee and Winograd (1986) also call for a balanced
reading program or integrated methodology. They state, "A good reading
program combines direct, focused instruction on selected aspects of the reading
process with plenty of time for reading for pleasure and information" (p. 20).
Batel and Seaver (1984) assert that a whole language approach is
enhanced by direct phonics instruction. In their paper, they maintain that a
phonics program can be taught based on the systemic theory advocated by
psycholinguists and describe that program.
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Kibby and Whaley (1980) researched word synthesis and beginning
reading achievement and found that students who employed phonics to a high
degree had higher achievement than those who used a minimal amount.
However, this was also true of high users of semantic and syntactic strategies.
These findings may be interpreted as support for a balanced reading program.
Heymsfeld (1989), in her review of the literature, makes a strong case of
combining the strengths of both whole language and phonics and emphasized
that good teachers have always known that meaning is the focus of reading
instruction. It is her statement that sums up the wisdom of and the need for a
balanced program: "Written language is like a safe-deposit box: more than one
key is needed to unlock it, and children need all the keys we can give them"
(p. 65).

In an article that proposes using children's literature to enhance phonics
instruction, Trachtenburg (1990) details a plan for the combined use of whole
stories that value a meaning emphasis with early intensive instruction in phonic
analysis. She states:
What is needed is an approach that combines the two (whole
language and phonics instruction) in a complementary manner - a method
that presents the two as mutually supportive and taught in a manner that
makes the interrelationships clear to children. This approach can be
achieved when phonics instruction is provided within the context of real
reading tasks and texts, especially through the use of quality children's
literature. (p. 648)
Trachtenburg also advocates using this instruction selectively, and only for high
utility phonic elements and discriminatingly, that is, only with children who need
such instruction.
Trachtenburg (1990} states, "Phonics instruction should aim to teach only
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the most important and regular sound-symbol relationships" (p. 651 ). This statement places the focus upon the quality of the phonic elements traditionally
taught. If phonics instruction is determined to be an interal part of reading
instruction, then the usefulness of those phonics elements should be examined.
High Utility Phonic Generalizations
In 1963, Clymer addressed concerns regarding the phonic generalizations
routinely being taught. He sought to answer to three questions:
1.

What phonic generalizations are being taught in basic reading
programs of the primary grades?

2.

To what extent are these generalizations useful in having a
"reasonable" degree of application to words commonly met in
primary grade material?

3.

Which of the generalizations that stand the test of question two can
be learned and successfully applied to unknown words by primary
children? (p. 253)

The manuals from four widely used sets of readers were employed to
determine what phonic generalizations were being taught. The five general types
of generalizations that emerged were vowels, consonants, endings, syllabication,
and miscellaneous relationships. A total of 121 different generalizations were
located from the first four types. Clymer (1963) reduced the number to 45
generalizations which were selected for further study. The criterion for selection
was whether the generalization was stated specifically enough to aid in the
pronunciation of a particular word.
Clymer (1963) developed a word list on which to test the generalizations
by compiling a list of all the words introduced in the four basic series from which
the generalizations were drawn plus the words from the Gates Reading Vocabulary for the Primary Grades. Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary was employed
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for phonetic respelling and syllabic division of the resulting twenty-six hundred
words.
Each of forty-five phonic generalizations were checked against the
composite list to determine which words fit the generalization and which word
were exceptions. The utility of each generalization was computed as a
percentage by dividing the number of words pronounced as the generalization
claimed by the total number of words to which that generalization could apply.
Clymer (1963) used two criteria to define a "reasonable" degree of application:
1) The composite word list must contain at least twenty words to which the generalization might apply, 2) A percent of utility of 75. Only 18 of the forty-five
generalizations were deemed useful after strict adherence to the criteria.
Clymer (1963) concluded that many commonly taught phonic generalizations were of limited value and that certain generalizations may be more useful if
stated in different terms or if applied to a more specific word list. He stated:
Also, this study does not establish the percent of utility required for
a generalization to be useful. The percentage suggested here (75) may
be too high. Classroom research might reveal that generalizations with
lower percentages of utility should be taught because they encourage
children to examine words for sound and letter relationships. (p. 258)
Bailey's study (1967) expanded the word list in Clymer's work (1963) to
include the entire vocabularies from eight basal series in grades one through six.
The forty-five generalization previously identified by Clymer were applied to this
word list. The process for computing the percentage of utility was to divide the
total number of conformations to the generalizations by the total numbers of
words examined for each generalization. Bailey concluded, as did Clymer
(1963), that some traditionally taught phonic generalizations were of low utility
and should be reconsidered before continued inclusion in a reading program.
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Bailey (1967) recommended that research be undertaken to establish
scientifically-evolved criteria for judging the usefulness of phonic generalizations,
that generalizations with low utility should be reconsidered by teachers of
reading, and that classroom experimentation should contribute toward a better
understanding of the usefulness of phonic generalizations. Bailey also
recommended that future study include vocabulary from content area sources as
well as basal series.
Burmeister (1968) reported on the comparison of seven studies which
investigated the value of common phonic generalizations and formulated new
generalizations of high utility. Each study was briefly explained and the findings
of each study tabulated. Two groups of generalizations were formed:
Generalizations which are of limited utility and those which had reasonably broad
application. Twenty-three generalizations were judged to be especially useful.
Eight of those generalizations would be appropriate for primary reading
instruction. These generalizations are the basis for the project and will be
elaborated on in Chapter Three, (p. 15).
Therefore, according to Clymer (1963), Bailey (1967), and Burmeister
(1968), phonic generalizations should be evaluated on their usefulness and that
this degree of utility should determine whether or not they are used in the
teaching of reading.
Chapter Summary
Recent literature clearly illustrates the debate between the advocates of
whole language and phonics instruction. Research that supports either side of
this debate is abundant. However, this does not help the classroom teacher
searching for the best instructional method for her students.
There is, however, a considerable body of literature and research
supporting a methodology that combines the strengths of both approaches. This
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combination would give students a greater array of tools with which to tackle the

task of learning to read. These tools would include student empowerment and
emphasis on constructing meaning from whole language and specific skills in
decoding and understanding letter-sound relationships from phonics instruction.
High utility phonics provide a way to insure that the tools from the phonics side of
the debate are useful ones and that instruction is efficacious.

CHAPTER 3
Procedures of the Study
Introduction
While the proponents of both phonics instruction and the whole language
approach continue their debate, it is left to teachers to provide comprehensive
reading instruction for their students. A blending of the two approaches may
provide the most complete instruction for beginning readers (Batel and Seaver,
1984; Greenlee and Winograd, 1986; and Heymsfeld, 1989).
The objective of this project is to integrate phonics and the whole
language approach, using selected relevant information from the literature as a
guide. The lessons that constitute this project will combine phonics instruction
with whole language materials and instruction and will be designed for first grade
students.
Materials
The whole language materials used in this project are published the
Wright Group Company. These materials consist of thirty-two books from the
Sunshine Series, Levels E, F, G, and H for emergent readers. Each book
contains 16 pages. These books do not have a controlled vocabulary and they
are not accompanied by a manual with a scope and sequence of skills. However, they have predictable sentence patterns, rhyme, repetition, and illustrations
that match the text.
High Utility Phonic Generalizations
High utility phonics generalizations formed the basis for determining which
phonic generalizations will be taught. Trachtenburg (1990) stated, "Phonics
instruction should aim to teach only the most important and regular soundsymbol relationships" (p. 651 ). In the review of the work regarding phonic
generalization in Chapter Two, Burmeister (1968) reported and compared
15
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findings from even studies on the value of phonic generalizations. From this
comparison, Burmeister drew a list of 23 phonic generalizations that had broad
application
(p. 353-354). Eight of these generalizations were chosen to be applied to the
vocabulary of the 32 books. The Scott, Foresman Reading Series scope and
sequence of word study skills for the primary grades provided the basis for this
choice. The Scott, Foresman Reading Series is the Kent School District's
adopted reading text. The eight phonic generalizations applied were:
1.

When a word ends in ck, it has the same last sound as in "look".

2.

If the only vowel letter is at the end of a word, the letter usually
stands for a long sound (one syllable words only).

3.

When consonant + y are the final letters in a one syllable word, the
y has a long i sound; in polysyllabic word they has short i sound.

4.

A single vowel in a closed syllable has a short sound, except that it
may be modified in words in which the vowel is followed by an r.

5.

The r gives the preceding vowel a sound that is neither long nor
short.

6.

When a word ends in vowel-consonant-a the e is silent, and the
vowel may be long or short.

7.

Digraphs: When the following double vowel combinations are seen
together, the first is usually long and the second is silent: ai, ay, ea,
ee, oa, ow (ea may also have a short e sound, and ow may have
an ou sound).

8.

Diphthongs: The following double vowel combinations usually
blend: au, aw, ou, oi, oy, oo (oo has two common sounds).

Each book was read to locate words exemplifying the eight generalizations and
these words were listed by generalization (See Appendix A, page 102).
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Generalizations One and Four were chosen to be the focus of this project because, in addition to beginning and ending consonant sounds, they fulfill the word
study skill requirement for the Kent School District for first grade.
Lesson Design
The lesson design was adapted from "Using Children's Literature to Enhance Phonics Instruction" by Trachtenburg (1990). In this article, Trachtenburg
advocates the use of a whole-part-whole sequence to instruction:
1.

Whole: Read, comprehend, and enjoy a whole quality literature
selection.

2.

Part: Provide instruction in a high utility phonic element by drawing
from or extending the preceding literature selection.

3.

Whole: Apply the new phonic skill when reading (and enjoying)
another whole, high quality literature selection. (p. 649)

This project used a modified whole-part-whole sequence:
1.

Whole: Read, comprehend, and enjoy one of the books selected
for the project.

2.

Part: Provide instruction in a high utility phonic element by drawing
from the book selection.

3.

Whole: Provide independent practice of the phonic element with
activities that use whole, familiar text from the previously read text.

The activities chosen were a modified close using whole text from the books,
crossword puzzles also using whole text from the books, and word search
activities. The selection of books from the 32 books in the series was based on
the number of words in each book that were applicable to Generalizations One
and Four and their suitability for the activities (See Appendix B, page 121 ).
Chapter Summary
This project showed the integration of phonics instruction and the whole
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language approach using 32 books for the Wright Group Company.
Twenty-three high utility phonic generalizations were identified as having broad
application through examination of the literature. Eight of those generalization
were determined to be appropriate for primary students and were applied to the
vocabulary of the 32 books. The vocabulary was then listed by generalizations.
Two of those generalizations were made the focus of this project. Individual
books were selected from the series based on the number of words applicable to
the generalizations and their suitability for the activities. Lessons and activities
were developed using a whole-part-whole sequence.

CHAPTER 4

The Project
Introduction
This project uses a whole-part-whole sequence to instruction:
I.

Whole: Read, comprehend, and enjoy one of the books selected
for the project.

2.

Part: Provide instruction in a high utility phonic element by drawing
from the book selection.

3.

Whole: Provide independent practice of the phonic element with
activities that used whole, familiar text from the previously read text.

The activities are stories that provide many opportunities for the children
to hear each vowel sound, group practice in blending, modified cloze activities
and crossword puzzles that use whole text from the books, and word search
activities.
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eve- Short a
Phonics Generalization 4 - A single vowel in a closed syllable has a short
sound, except that it may be modified in words in which the vowel is followed by
an r.
Phonics Generalization 1 - When a word ends in ck, it has the same last
sound as in "look".

Day 1 In order to introduce the auditory short a, Apple Auntie from Alphabet
Stories by Jill M. Coudron (Fearon Teacher Aids) will be read (p. 27). (Apple
Auntie is a story about a boy named Andy. He and his sister, Ann, go on an
adventure involving applesauce, an ax, ants, their antennae, a woman named
Apple Auntie, and her magic apples.) Alphabet Stories provide many opportunities within each story to hear the sound of each short vowel being taught. As the
accompanying activity (p. 28) is being handed out, each child repeats a word
from the story beginning with the short vowel sound being introduced. The
activity consists of a booklet that has pictures of the short a words in the story.
Each child colors and cuts out the booklet and reads it to the teacher.

Day 2Read Come For A Swim. (A family goes to the beach. Dad and the
children want Mom to come for a swim. Mom prefers to stay on the beach and
lay in the sun. Dad finally tips a bucket of water over her and she chases him
into the water. They splash each other and laugh. Then Mom, Dad, and the
children have a swim.)
Reread the story page by page. As each word that contains an

.a is read,

repeat the word and ask the children if they hear a short a sound. Write each
short

a word on a list on chart paper.

I

and

splash

had

ran

dad

am

23
Activity - The children will complete Cloze 1. This acUvity places the short
.§.

words back into familiar whole text.

Day3Review the list of the previous day's short a words. (Reviewing may
consist of whole group reading or individuals selected to read each word.)
Read The Seed. (Annie and Bobbie plant a seed. They water, rake, and
watch it, but it doesn't seem to grow. Annie and Bobbie go away and forget it.
One day Dad calls them to come and look. A watermelon has grown where they
planted the seed.)
Reread the story page by page. As each word that contains an
repeat the word and ask the children if they hear a short
short

a sound.

.§. is

read,

Add each new

a word to the list.
planted

at

Using letter cards (see sample) and a pocket chart, and beginning with the
word fil, add beginning consonants b, c, f, h, m, p, s, and v and consonant digraphs th and ch. As each new word is formed, the children will blend it and it
will be added to the list.
The children will copy the new words and read them to a partner.
Activity - Cloze 2, p. 32

Day4Review the words on the list.
Reread The Seed.
Activity - Crossword , p. 33
The clues for the crossword puzzles are familiar sentences from the
stories read on the previous days.

Day 5-
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Read The Seed and Come For A Swim.
Review the list.
Using letter cards and a pocket chart, and beginning with the word dad,
replace the Q with beginning consonants b, h, f, I, m, p, ands and consonant
blends gl and br. As each new word is formed, the children will blend it, and it
will be added to the list.
The children will copy the new words and read them to a partner.
Activity - Word Search 1, p. 34

Day 6Read Where Are You Going, Aja Rose? (Aja Rose' friends ask her where
she is going. She tells them that she is going stand on her head, jump on the
bed, fly a plane, drink the rain, build a house, feed her mouse, and climb a tree.
They ask to come with her. Aja Rose says. "I'd love you to come with mel")
Reread the story page by page. As each word that contains an .a is read,
repeat the word and ask the children if they hear a short a sound. Add each new
short a word to the list.
,~-st_a_n_d_ _ _c_a_n~
Point out to the children that if they can read and and ran from the chart or
the previous stories, they can use what they know about those words to unlock
stand and

QgQ.

With letter cards and a pocket chart and using the word,

filfil!.d, replace fil

with beginning consonants b, h, I, s, and consonant blends gr and br. Then using
the word, ran, replacer with beginning consonants d, f, j, m, n, p, t, and v; consonant digraph th; and consonant blend pl. As each word is formed, the children
will blend it, and it will be added to the list.
The children will copy 1O of the new words and read them to a partner.

Day7-
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Review the list.
Read Ratty-tatty. (Ratty-tatty stole the woman's egg, the man's bread,
and the cat's fish. They tried to catch her, but they couldn't. The woman, the
man, and the cat had a plan to catch her with some cheese in a big snappy trap,
but Ratty-tatty was too clever and stole the cheese.)
Reread the story page by page. As each word that contains an 9 is read,
repeat the word and ask the children if they hear a short a sound. Write each
short a word on the list.
ratty

tatty

man's

cat's

snappy

trap

that

plan

Activity - Cloze 3, p. 35

Day 8Review the list.
Using letter cards and a pocket chart, and beginning with the word l..[§Q,
replace tr with beginning consonants c, g, I, m, n, r, and t and blends cl, fl, and sl.
As each new word is formed, the children will blend it and it will be added to the
list.
The children will copy the new words and read them to a partner.
Activity - Word Search 2, p. 36

Day 9Review the list.
Reread Ratty-Tatty.
Activity - Crossword 2, p. 37

Day 10 Read Little Car. (Mr. and Mrs. Lump and their daughter, Linda, rented a
little car. After they got in the car, they complained that it was too tiny. Then they
complained that it was too slow. The little car stopped on a hill. The Lumps

26
complained that it was a silly little car and kicked it. The car rolled down the hill
and the Lumps yelled, "Come back or we'll have to walk!" The Lumps had to
walk. The little car sat in the long grass and said to itself, "Clever little car".)
On page 12, point to the word back. Reread the page and ask the
children to pronounce the word. Add back to the list. Tell the children that~
makes the sound of /k/.
Using letter cards and a pocket chart, and beginning with word back,
replace the Q with beginning consonants I, p, qu, r, s, and t; beginning blends st,
sl, er, bl, and tr; and consonant digraph sh. As each new word is formed, the
children will blend it, and it will be added to the list.

APPLE AUNTIE
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Cloze 1
Come For A Swim

Dad

into the water.

Mom put on her sun _ _ oil.
" I _ coming" said Mom.
_ _ got a bucket.
each other.

Mom and Dad
•

a swim.

Mom and Dad
Dad

am

splashed

ran

tan

had

32
Cloze 2
The Seed

Annie and Bobbie - - - - a seed.
Annie _ _ Bobbie planted a seed.
They went away __ forgot it.
One day _ _ said, "Come and look_
this!"
and

at

planted

and

Dad

33

A - PUZZLE 1

Across

Down

2. Waves make a -- - ---

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

AM

1. --- and the children went
for a swim
2 . 1 m going t o ----- on my
head
3. I --- a red bike
4 . I wi I I ----- a seed

I wi I I ----- a seed
Look -- this
I -- a good friend
I --- do it
Mom --- Dad

AND
AT
CAN

1

DAD
HAD

PLANT

'

PLANT
SPLASH
STAND

34
A - Word Search 1

RLOJ ID TAT
YBUHHOCNL
SPLASH EDP
WLZDZBNGE
RANDLKGLR
ANRNHJQQA
HTMPXJMYB
PEWTWPWBF
SDA DDQ FQH
PRMNAMPQA
Can you find these words?

SPLASHED

PLANTED

HAD

AT

AND

RAN

DAD

AM
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Cloze 3
Ratty-tatty

Ratty-tatty stole the ___ bread.
Ratty-tatty stole the ___ fish.
I would

---

her if I could.

They _ _ a plan.
They put cheese on a snappy
"I don't like big _ _ _ _ traps.
trap

had

catch

snappy

man's

cat's

36
A - Word Search 2

DVQAPRRKP
PWKTHATDY
ZMJDSTYZW
SATATTMFK
SNAPPYMDE
YSTANDIKH
WBTRAPBHK
YNYMALCAT
WIETCANDE
CMZYQNWIJ
Can you find these words?

SNAPPY
STAND
PLAN
CAT

TATIY
THAT
AND
MAN

RATTY
TRAP
HAD
CAN
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A - PUZZLE 2

Across

DolUn

2. Ratty-tatty stole the
bread .
4. _
Ratty-tatty stole the
cheese.
5 . ~~ Ratty-tatty is no
good.
6. The woman and the man and
the cat had a ~-·
7.
-Tatty lUas clever.
9. Ratty-tatty stole the
bread.

ANO
AT
CATS
HAD

MANS
PLAN
RATTY
SNAPPY

1 . The woman _
an egg.
3 . They put some cheese on a
big
trap.
4 . They looked~ the trap.
5 . Ratty-tatty touched the
8. And Ratty-~~ stole the
cheese.

TATTY
THAT
TRAP

CVC-Short i
Phonics Generalization 4 - A single vowel in a closed syllable has a short
sound, except that it may be modified in words in which the vowel is followed by
an

r.
Phonics Generalization 1 - When a word ends in ck, it has the same last

sound as in "look".

Day 1 - auditory short i
Read Inky Inchworm, (p. 42) from Alphabet Stories by Jill M. Coudron
(Fearon Teacher Aids). (Inky Inchworm lived in an inn with insects, infants, and
a band with instruments. He thought they were all icky. So he built an igloo to
live in where it was peaceful and quiet.) As the accompanying activity (p. 43), is
being handed out, each child repeats a word from the story beginning with the
short vowel sound being introduced. The activity consists of a booklet that has
pictures of the short i words in the story. Each child colors and cuts out the
booklet and reads it to the teacher.

Day 2Read Let's Have a Swim. (A buffalo, a baboon, a hippopotamus, a giraffe,
a zebra, and an elephant jump in the water saying, "Let's have a swim I". A
crocodile jumps in. Then the buffalo, the baboon, the hippopotamus, the giraffe,
the zebra, and the elephant all jump out. The crocodile stays in and has a swim.)
Reread the story page by page. As each word that contains an i is read,
repeat the word and ask the children if they hear a short i sound. Write each
short i word on a list on chart paper.

I swim

in

I

Day3Review the list.
Read Let's Have a Swim.
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Find and read swim on the list.
Using letter cards and a pocket chart, replace sw in swim with beginning
consonants d, h, K, and T and beginning blends sl, gr, br, sk, and tr. As each
new word is formed, the children will blend it and it will be added to the list. The
children will copy the new words and read them to a partner.

Day4Review the list.
Read Let's Have a Swim.
Find and read in on the list.
Using letter cards and a pocket chart, add beginning consonants f, p, t,
and w, and beginning blends gr, tw, and sp, and consonants digraphs sh, th, and
ch to in to form new words. As each new word is formed, the children will blend it
and it will be added to the list.
The children will copy the new words and read them to a partner.

Day 5Review the list.
Read Come for a Swim.
Reread the story page by page. As each word that contains an i is read,
repeat the word and ask the children if they hear a short i sound. Write each new
short i word on the list.
1 fill(ed)

it

him

with

tip(ped)

I

Activity - Cloze 1, p. 47

Day 6Review the list.
Find and read i1 on the list.
Using letter cards and a pocket chart, add beginning consonants b, f, h, k,
I, m, p, qu, and s, and consonant blends gr, sk, and sp to it. As each new word
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formed, the children will blend it and it will be added to the list.
-

)

The children will copy the new words and read them to a partner.
Activity - Word Search 1, p. 48

Day 7Review the list.
Read My Sloppy Tiger. (The girl's tiger is very sloppy. He spills his milk
and wipes his face on the tablecloth and doesn't put away his toys. The girl tells
her tiger that they will go to town. He gets so excited he spills a dish of jam down
his fur. Then he needs to take a shower and splashes water all over the
bathroom. The girl tells him that he must clean it up. The tiger cleans it up with
her T-shirt. Then he must wash the T-shirt. His claws make big holes in it. The
tiger wants to mend it, but the girl says she'll get a new one in town. The tiger
gets to excited that he steps in a pot of paint.)
Reread the story page by page. As each word that contains an i is read,
repeat the word and ask the children if they hear a short i sound. Write each
short i word on the list.
his

spills

dish

splish

will

big

milk

is

grin(ning)

into

Activity - Word Search 2, p. 49

Day

aReview the list.
Read My Sloppy Tiger.
Using letter cards and a pocket chart, replace gin dish with beginning

consonants f and w, and consonant blends sw and spl. As each new word is
formed, the children will blend it and it will be added to the list.
Activity - Cloze 2, p. 50
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Day 9Review the list.
Read sentences from My Sloppy Tiger.
He spills his milk and wipes his face on the tablecloth.
What will I do with you, you sloppy tiger.
Using letter cards and a pocket chart, replace thew.. in will with beginning
consonants b, d, f, g, h, J, K, m, p, qu, s, t, and w, and beginning blends st, gr, fr,
dr, and sk, and consonant digraph ch. As each new is formed, the children and it
will be added to the list.
The children will chose 1O of the new words to copy and read to a partner.
Activity - Glaze 3, p. 51

Day 10 Review the list.
Read My Sloppy Tiger.
Using letter cards and pocket chart, replace the.Qin

mg with beginning

consonants d, f, p, r, and w, and consonant blend tw. As each new word is
formed, the children will blend it and it will be added to the list.
Activity - Crossword 1, p. 52

Day 11 Review the list.
Read one of the books that have been used in these lessons.
Activity - Crossword 2, p. 53

Day 12 Read Little Car.
Find and read kicked in text.
Using letter cards and a pocket chart, replace the .!sin kick with beginning
consonants I, n, R, qu, s, and t, and consonant blends st, cl, sl, br, and tr.

INKY INCHWORM
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Cloze 1
Let's Have a Swim
Come For a Swim

The zebra jumped _ .
The elephant jumped _ .
I"

"Let's have a

I

"Mom! Dad! Come for a - - - !"
Dad got a bucket.
He filled
He -

-

water.
-

-

the water over Mom.

with

tipped

it

in

swim

swim

In

48
I - Word Search 1

VOi HJ PJ
ICDINMU
SWIMGDP
OIFEEXB
WT I P P E D
BHLIWWQ
YZLUWDY
XUEBNKS
DKDMUKI

Can you find these words?
TIPPED

FILLED

WITH

HIM

IT

IN

SWIM

49

I - Word Search 2

WHXVBR
B IGWML
B S R I I I
S Pl LLS
P RNLKK
L RNTEG
I D I S H R
SXNKQP
HYGNRK

Can you find these words?
GRINNING

SPILLS

SPLISH

WILL

MILK

BIG

IS

DISH

HIS

50
Cloze 2
My Sloppy Tiger

He

his milk.

He spills a

of jam.

_ _ _ , splash, and he's out again.
Away bounds my tiger.
He comes back

•

What _ _ I do with you?
will

dish

spills

splish

grinning

51

Cloze 3
My Sloppy Tiger

He spills _ _ _ _ _ .
He - - - a dish of - -My tiger bounds
Splish,
There

the shower.
, and he's out again.

water all over the bathroom.

into

jam

milk

his

IS

spills

splash
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- PUZZLE

Do1.un
.-,

r1 !d 0,Jd f i I I"'·-· it_
er.
4 . ~!d t_ i !~er· :::p I I I.,,...,

1 . Dad

.!. '

1.u1Jt.

am .
1:1
He come ::: b1Jck
IJ •
10. Com e for (1 ---·

Cl

- - - of

1

3.
5.

6.
""\

f •

9.

BIG
0113H
Ci F: I t·Jt·J I ti c;
HI t1

MILK
'3P I LL :3
'3PL I SH

the water over
Mom.
Mom ran after--·
- - - , splash, and he's
out again.
his mi I k.
M~ tiger
His cTaws have made
holes in it.
He spi I Is his~-·

SWIM
TIPPED
WITH
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I - PUZZLE 2

Doom

Across
2 . I _ happy.
4. We_ a swim.

6. I __ fora new bike .
7. Ti 9er sp i I I ed a
of
j Clm.

10 . I _
do a good job .
13 . I can do
14 . He comes __ grinning.
15 . Mom puts on h e r - ~ oi I.

17. Dad

a bucket with

'"at er.

1. Let's _ __
water.
3. There is a
water.
5. _
ran into
8. Tiger ___
9. Can I have a

in the
in the
the water.
his milk.
glass of

11. We_ on the playground.
1? I wi I I have bread and
13. Please come_ the house.
16. Mom_ Dad splashed each
other.

16. She_ my friend.

AM
At!D
BACK
DAD

DISH
FILLED
F 1·;H

HAO
IN

1c.
.)

IT
.JAM

MILK

RAN

SPILLS
SPLASH
SUNTAN
WILL
WISH

CVC-Short e
Phonics Generalization 4 - A single vowel in a closed syllable has a short
sound, except that it may be modified in words in which the vowel is followed by
an

r.

Day 1 - auditory short e
Read Enor Elephant (p. 59) from Alphabet Stories by Jill M. Coudron
(Fearon Teacher Aids). (Enor Elephant has lots of energy and is the captain of
the Elephants-Eleven Emergency Team. They were experts in emergencies.
The Elephants-Eleven helped a family of elks escape after being trapped by an
explosion, an elf trapped in an elevator, and some exhausted Eskimos who had
been experimenting with an engine.) As the accompanying activity, (p. 60), is
being handed out, each child repeats a word from the story beginning with short
vowel sound being introduced. The activity consists of a booklet that has
pictures of the short e words in the story. Each child colors and cuts out the
booklet and reads it to the teacher.

Day 2Read Along Comes Jake. (As the family helps each other with chores
around the house, baby brother Jake always comes along to mess things up.)
Reread the page by page. As each word that contains an g is read,
repeat the word and ask the children if they hear a short e sound. Write each
short e word on a list on chart paper.

I helps

Ben

then

bed

Day3Review the list.
Read Along Comes Jake.
Find and read bed on the list.
Using letter cards and a pocket chart, replace the

54

h in bed with beginning
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consonants f, I, T, and w, and consonant blends fl, bl, sl, Fr, and sp, and
consonant digraph sh. As each new word is formed, the children will blend it and
it will be added to the list.
Activity - Cloze 1, p. 63

Day4Review the list.
Read Bread. (Mom sends the twins to buy some bread. On the way home
the twins saw a hungry dog, some hungry ducks, a hungry rooster, and a hungry
goat. They shared the bread with the animals. When they got home, Mom
asked, "Where is the rest of the bread?" Dad pointed to the animals that had
followed the twins home and said, "Here it is !") Reread the story page by page.
As each word that contains an ft is read, repeat the word and ask the children if
they hear a short e sound. Write each short e word on the list.

I get

rest

!

Activity - Word Search 1, p. 64

DaysReview the list.
Read Bread.
Find get and rest on the list.
Using letter and a pocket chart, replace the g in get with beginning consonants b, I, m, n, p, s, w, b, and y, and replace the r in rest with beginning consonants b, n, p, qu, r, t, v, and wand consonant blend er and consonant digraph ch.
As each new word is formed, the children will blend it and it will added to the list.
The children will copy the new words and read them to a partner.

Day 6Read One Thousand Currant Buns. (Mr. Bob wants to give Miss May a
birthday present. He decides to give her one thousand currant buns. He put
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them on his truck and drove to Miss May's house. On the way, gulls, sheep,
dogs, bears, and monkeys all ran after the truck and ate the currant buns. When
he arrived at Miss May's house, Mr. Bob saw that the currant buns were gone.
Miss May invited him in for tea and two currant buns.)
Reread the story page by page. As each word that contains an

.e. is read,

repeat the word and ask the children if they hear a short e sound. Add each new
short e word to the list.

I them

well

then

yelp(ed)

Find and read well in the list.
Using letter cards and a pocket chart, replace the w in well with beginning
consonants b, f, s, t, and y and consonant blends sw and sp and consonant
digraph sh. As each new word is formed, the children will blend it and it will be
added to the list.
The children will copy the new words and read them to a partner.

Day 7Review the list.
Read One Thousand Currant Buns.
Find and read then on the list.
Using letter cards and a pocket chart, replace the th in then with beginning
consonants B, d, h, K, m, p, and t and consonant digraph wh. As each new word
is formed, the children will blend it and it will be added to the list.
The children will copy the new words and read them to a partner.
Activity - Word Search 2, p. 65

DaysReview the list.
Read One Thousand Currant Buns.
Activity - Cloze 2, p. 66
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Day 9Review the list.
Read Noise. (Julie had the radio on. Brent had the stereo on. Jason had
the video on. Yukka-dukka, yukka-dukka, yah-yah-yah! "Stop that noise!" Mom
yelled. Off went the radio, the stereo, and the video. Mom encouraged the
children to listen to the sounds around them. Then on went the radio, the stereo,
and the video. Yukka-dukka, yukka-dukka, yah-yah-yah!)
Reread the story page by page. As each word that contains an ~ is read,
repeat the word and ask the children if they hear the short e sound. Add each
new short e word to the list.

I went

Brent

yell(ed)

better

then

Activity - Cloze 3, p. 67

Day 10 Review the list.
Read Noise.
Using letter cards and a pocket chart, replace thew in went with beginning
consonants b, d, K, I, r, s, t, and v and consonant blend sp. As each new word is
formed, the children will blend it and it will be added to list.
Activity - Crossword 1, p. 68

Day 11 Review the list.
Read The Giant's Boy. (The giant's boy felt stormy. He frowned black
clouds. He stamped thunder and lightning. He shouted hail. He yelled a gale.
He cried rain. "What a storm!" the people said, and ran into their houses. The
giant boy's father hugged him until he felt better. The wind and rain stopped and
the giant's boy stood on his head, smiled a rainbow, danced a blue sky, and
laughed a sunshine day.)

58
Find and read short e words in text.

Iyelled

better

Activity - Word Search 3, p. 69

let

ENOR ELEPHANT

59
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Cloze 1
Along Comes Jake

Ben helps Anne with the _ _ .
Anne

Dad with the garden.

And

along comes Jake I

Dad helps

with the washing.

Mom

Dad with the car.

And

along comes Jake I
helps

then

Ben

bed

helps

then

64
E - Word Search 1

A

BBCRRVR
GETRYOR
TDHELPS
QCESXPL
SENTI PF
Can you find these words?

HELPS

REST

THEN

GET

BED

BEN

65
E - Word Search 2

WJWNEJKBWUSAOI
H Fl L LCLBB HFOGW
Y EL PEDI YD BIS FR
MHLWYDNPWIUKWV
L OWEPFQ NJTYFKF
WXEWEWGEXTXLYE
WTHE NPJUDQHNZV
W H O L U TT T 8 R Y WN T
N EHLQGVTBI FKED
P MFNYKBGKBE RXT
T RMRCCGPPYO Z II
WJ SZXRZDKKQ RCP
Can you find these words?
YELPED

WILL

FILL

WELL

THEM

TIP

THEN
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Cloze 2
Bread
One Thousand Currant Buns

Mom said to the twins, "Go and
the bread."
They saw some hungry animals.
"Have some bread," they said.
Mom said, "Where is the - - - of the
bread?"
So Mr. Bob made one thousand currant
buns and put
on his truck.
"Bunsl"
the dogs, and they
ran after the truck.
yelped

rest

get

them
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Cloze 3
Noise

had the stereo on.
Yukka-dukka, yukka-dukka, yah-yahyah I
"Stop that noise I" Mom ____ .
Off ___ the radio, stereo, and video.
"That's - - - -," said Mom.
___ on went the radio, stereo, and
video.
Yukka-dukka, yukka-dukka, yah-yahyah I
then

went

yelled

Brent

better
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E - PUZZLE 1

Down

Across
3. Ben helps Anne with the

4. Go and_ the bread.
the dogs.
6. "Buns!"
8. And __ along comes
Jake.
they al 1 ran after
9. _
the truck.
10. He put __ on his truck.
AHO
BED
BEH
ORD

GET
HELPS
THEH
THEM

1 . Mom

Oad with the
car .
2. On __ the stereo.
5 . Dad helps~ with the
washing. ·
6 . "Stop that noise!" Mom
7. _

.

helps Ben with the
washing.

UEHT
YELPED
YELLED
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E - Word Search 3

TZ I DZRAJSHGZ
KWRJBEDSXLET
XXWSYSWWENTK
P P J BETTERS IM
CNMRLSXLKDKC
URHE LPXLQWDY
THEN EDZNHRGG
TSPTDXNJEMJE

Can you find these words?
BETIER

YELLED

BRENT

WELL

HELP

REST

THEN

WENT

BED

GET

LET

eve- Short o
Phonics Generalization 4 - A single vowel in a closed syllable has a short
sound, except that it may be modified in words in which the vowel is followed by
an r.
Phonics Generalization 1 - When a word ends in ck, it has the same last
sound as in "look".

Day 1 - auditory short o
Read Oh-Oh Octopus, (p. 74) from Alphabet Stories by Jill M. Coudron
(Fearon Teacher Aids). (Oh-Oh Octopus liked to look for odd objects. He had a
large collection of them in his office. Oh-Oh found some orange balls and didn't
know what they were. So he asked his friends, Otter, Ostrich, and Ox. They
didn't know either. So they went to see Owl. Owl told them that they were
oranges. So Oh-Oh shared them with his friends.) As the accompanying
activity, (p. 75) , is being handed out, each child repeats a word from the story
beginning with the short vowel sound being introduced. The activity consists of a
booklet that has pictures of the short o words in the story. Each child colors and
cuts out the booklet and reads it to the teacher.

Day2Read Dad's Headache. (Dad has a headache. In order to make him feel
better the children make him some breakfast, let in the dog, tell him funny stories,
walk on their hands, play some music, and dance. Dad says, "Stop that noise I
Go and read some books!" Then Dad felt better.)
Reread the story page by page. As each word that contains an Q is read,
repeat the word and ask the children if they hear a short o sound. Write each
short

o word on the list.

Iknock

stop

dog

on

got

1

Identify short o words in text - knock, dog, on, stop, and got. List on chart.
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Activity - Cloze 1, p. 78

Day3Review the list.
Read Dad's Headache.
Using letter cards and a pocket chart, replace the kn in knock with
beginning consonants d, I, ands and consonant blends st, fl, cl, bl, and er and
consonant digraph sh. As each new word is formed, the children will blend it and
it will be added to the list.
The children will copy the new words and read them to a partner.

Day 4Review the list.
Read Dad's Headache.
Find and read dog and stop on the list.
Using letter cards and a pocket chart, replace the din dog with beginning
sounds b, f, h, j, and I and consonant blends cl and fr, and replace the fil in stop
with beginning sounds c, h, m, p, and t and consonant blends fl, cl, sl, er, and dr
and consonants digraphs sh and ch. As each new word is formed, the children
will blend it and it will be added to the list.
The children will copy 1O of the new words and read them to a partner.

DaysReview the list.
Read The Cooking Pot. (The children ask, "What have you got for dinner,
Mrs. Spot?" She has soup, sausages, corn and jellybeans in her cooking pot.
The children say, "Thanks a lot, Mrs. Spot!")
Reread the story page by page. As each word that contains an Q. is read,
ask the children if they hear a short o sound. Write each short o word on the list.

I

pot

got

hot

lot

Spot

I
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Activity - Word Search 1, p. 79

Day 6Review the list.
Read The Cooking Pot.
Using letter cards and a pocket chart, replace the Q. in QQ1 with beginning
consonants d, n, and rand consonant blends bl, sl, and tr and consonant digraph
sh. As each new word is formed, the children will blend it and it will be added to
the list.
Activity - Cloze 2, p. 80

Day 7Review the list.
Read The Cooking Pot.
Activity - Word Search 2, p. 81

Day 8Review the list.
Read Mr. Whisper. (Mr. Whisper broke his blue cup. He went to the cup
shop. He asked for a blue cup in a whispery voice. The woman could not hear
him. She gave him some big noise porridge. Then his voice was too loud. So
the woman gave him some whispery soup. The whispery soup had come in a
blue cup and was just what he wanted. He told the woman that it was what he
wanted, but his voice was whispery again and the woman couldn't hear him. So
he just put the money on the counter and left, happy that he had a new blue cup.)
Activity - Crossword 1, p. 82

Day 9Review the list.
Read Red Socks and Yellow Socks. (Little Billy had yellow socks and Big
Billy had red socks. After wearing their socks, they washed them and hung them
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on the line. When they put the socks back on, they each had one red sock and
one yellow sock. Cousin Kate suggested that they swap socks to fix the
problem. So they did, but they still each had one red sock and one yellow sock.
Little Billy and Big Billy told Cousin Kate that it didn't work. Cousin Kate laughed
and said, "You silly Billys!")
Find and read all of the -ock words on the list. Review the sound of Qk.

OH-OH OCTOPUS
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Cloze 1
Dad's Headache

We
him some breakfast to make
him feel better.
We let in the - - to make him feel
better.
We told funny stories. Knock,
- - -. Who's there?
We walked
Dad feel better.

our hands to make

"- - - that noise!" said Dad.
knock

stop

got

on

dog
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0 - Word Search 1

WKLLKYEFUBIL
ONMSAQDTEILR
FOBTCKXCCGDY
KCLOCKHOPZJW
AKOPWEOPYFCS
MVCKHJAKLOGR
KGKWSXRDOGOT
Can you find these words?
BLOCK

CLOCK

KNOCK

STOP

HOP

COP

FOG

LOG

GOT

DOG

ON
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Cloze 2
The Cooking Pot

What have you _ _ for dinner, Mrs.
?•

What have you got in your cooking
?.
?•

Is it cold? Is it
Will we like it, Mrs.

-

- -?

"Jellybeans!" "Thanks a _ _ , Mrs.
Spot!"
lot

hot

pot

Spot

got

Spot
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0 - Word Search 2

WHSQANXRBN
MOPFNZ BYFV
UPOAUMDSQI
WITHE HQOEQ
I PHADMRJMO
LRANUV BUOi
LOT OT VAAZM
YPAEY E GFTG
ZEFVZ WQONO
FBCTB V FHOT
THSJFLGETJ

Can you find these words?

THAT

WITH

WILL

SPOT

RAN

AND

GET

MOP

NOT

HOP

LOT

HOT

GOT

POT

ON
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0- PUZZLE I

Across

Down

4. She_ an orange book.
6 . We tol~ funn y stories to
make h Im fee ! ..
.
7 . Mom_ Dad spla ~hed each
other .
8 . Please get_ the desk.
10 . Thanks a lot, Mr.
!
12. We got_ some
breakfast.
13 . I 3 i t CO I d? I s i t _ ?
15 . ~ - we I ike it?
16. The cup woman went to the
~ - of her shop.
18 . Do _
~el I!
19. We I et In the _
to make
him feel better.
0

ANO
BACK
BETTER
BIG

'°CRASH
DOG

FELL
HAD

••

HAS

HIM
HOT

KtiOCK
HOT

OFF
OH

1. He~- to the cup shop.

2 . " - - that noise!" said

Dad.

3. The cups fel I down~~

4. He_ five toys.

5. Mr. Whisper went out of
t.he - - ·
9. The cups __ down crash!
11 . What have you got in your
cooking _7
14. We walked~ our hands.
15. She came out~- a bowl
of big noise porridge.
16. Mr. Whisper ate some_
noise porridge.
17. I wi I I
on the door.

POT
SHOP
SPOT
STOP
WENT
WILL
WITH

eve- Short u
Phonics Generalization 4 - A single vowel in a closed syllable has a short
sound, except that it may be modified in words in which the vowel is followed by
an r.
Phonics Generalization 1 - When a word ends in ck, it has the same last
sound as in "look".

Day 1 - auditory short u
Read Ugboo, (p. 88), from Alphabet Stories by Jill M. Coudron (Fearon
Teacher Aids). (On the planet of UgUgUg lived a creature named Ugboo. He
had a magic umbrella that could take him anywhere in the universe. One
morning he and his magic umbrella sailed away to a strange land. After falling
asleep under a tree, he awakened to see some little creatures called Uglies.
They wanted his magic umbrella. He offered them an undershirt decorated with
the word Us, a unicycle, and a ukelele, but the Uglies still wanted his magic
umbrella. So he hurried home and

i'C t~:1 nud

with a large jug filled with a delicious

drink called Unpop. The Uglies loved the Unpop and Ugboo was able to keep his
umbrella.) As the accompanying activity, (p. 89), is being handed out, each child
repeats a word from the story beginning with short u. The activity consists of a
booklet that has pictures of the short u words in the story. Each child colors and
cuts out the booklet and reads it to the teacher.

Day 2Read Old Grizzly. (Grizzly Bear sits on a chair feeling lonely and sorry for
himself and watching a parade go by. The drummers, the clowns, and the
83
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jugglers ask him to come and play. But Grizzly Bear says, "No! Go away!" Then
two little dogs go by and invite Grizzly Bear to come to the circus with them.
Grizzly Bear jumps out of this chair and shouts, "Hooray!")
Reread the story page by page. As each word that contains a y is read,
repeat the word and ask the children if they hear a short

u sound.

Write each

short u word on the list.
jumps

fun

drummers

grumpy

grumbles

mumbles

jugglers

Using letter cards and a pocket chart, replace the i in iYmJ2 with beginning
consonants b, d, h, I, p, and rand consonants blends st, cl, and sl and consonant
digraph th. As each new word is formed, the children will blend it and it will be
added to the list.
The children will copy the new words and read them to a partner.

Day 3Review the list.
Read Old Grizzl~.
Using letter cards and a pocket chart, replace the fin fun with beginning
consonants b, g, n, p, r, ands and consonant blend st. As each new word is
formed, the children will blend it and it will be added to the list.
The children will copy the new words and read them it to partner.
Activity - Word Search 1, p. 92

Day 4Review the list.
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Read My Boat. (A boy had a little boat and it would not float, so he
patched it up with a banana skin, bubble gum, and his brother's thumb. And
each time it sank to the bottom of the sea. So he and his brother went to get
another boat and they sailed across the sea.)
Reread the story page by page. As each word that contains a!! is read,
repeat the word and ask the children if they hear a short u sound. Write the short
!! words on the list.

Ibubble

thumb

gum

up

Activity - Word Search 2, p. 93

DaysReview the list.
Read My Boat.
Using letter cards and a pocket chart, and beginning with the word !.!Q, add
beginning consonants c and p. Then replace the g_ in gum with beginning
consonants b, h, and rand consonant blends gl, sl, dr, sc, and sw and consonant
digraph ch. As each new word is formed, the children will blend it and it will be
added to the list.
The children will copy the new words and read them to a partner.

Day 6Review the list.
Read My Boat.
Activity - Crossword 1, p. 94

Day 7-

86
Read The Tiny Woman's Coat and Goodbye Lucy. (The Tiny Woman's
Coat - The tiny woman wanted a coat. She used leaves for the cloth. A goose
became her scissors. She used a porcupine quill for a needle. She used a
horse's mane for thread. She used weed seeds for the buttons. The tiny woman
put on her coat and went out into the storm. She stayed as snug as a bug in a
rug, with her coat to keep her warm. Goodbye Lucy - Mother says goodbye to
Lucy as Lucy leaves for school. She forgets her book and has to go back to get
it. Mother gives it to her and says goodbye again. Lucy forgets her lunch and
had to go back and get it. Mother gives it to her and says goodbye again. Lucy
knows she has forgotten something else. She goes back and Mother says, "You
have your book, bag, and lunch. What is it?" Lucy says, "I know! I forgot my
goodbye hug!")
Reread the story page by page. As each word that contains a .u. is read,
repeat the word and ask the children if they hear a short u sound. Write each
short u word on the list.
1

hug

bug

rug

snug

Using letter cards and a pocket chart, replace the h in hug with beginning
consonants d, j, I, m, and t, and consonant blends sl and sm, and consonant
digraph ch. As each new word is formed, the children will blend it and it will
added to the list.
Activity - Cloze 1, p. 95

DayaReview the list.

87

- J

Read The Poor Sore Paw. Dog was going across the bridge, when he got
his paw stuck. He pulled until his paw was sore, but he couldn't get free. Dog
sat down and howled. Goat, Cow, and Farmer all wanted to go across the bridge
to go home, but couldn't because Dog's paw was stuck in the bridge. They all
sat down and howled. Along came Jessie and Sam. They also wanted to cross
the bridge. So they walked over Farmer, Cow, and Goat. Jessie held the poor
sore paw and Sam moved the wood on the bridge. Dog was free. Everyone
stopped howling and went home for dinner.)
Find the word stuck on page 6. Remind the children about the sound of
ck. Using letter cards and a pocket chart, replace min stuck with beginning
consonants b, d, I, m, p, s, and t, and consonant blends cl and tr, and consonant
digraph ch. As each new word is formed, the children will blend it and it will
added to the list.
The children will copy the new words and read them to a partner.

)

UGBOO
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U - Word Search 1

LYFDPHUXDU
YZG RUMPYFN
LJJ UG GLERS
ZNQMRHXJOX
SKOMUMBLES
EZN EMHJAUZ
XSU RB BEJBD
KFT S LWXLQQ
OFK VE TESNV
JUMPSJDYXO
RNYMK BDXFY

Can your find these words?
GRUMBLES

JUGGLERS

DRUMMERS

MUMBLES

GRUMPY

JUMPS

FUN
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U - Word Search 2

XNGMNHM
THUMBYU
WPMJUMP
QTT PBZW
XLMTBB Y
TOEMLJ P
PZMKEMP
MWTNUEZ
ATMQFUN
Can you find these words?
BUBBLE

THUMB

JUMP

GUM

FUN

UP
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U - PUZZLE 1

Across

Oown

1. He says

lu i th a
sigh.
,...
,,:1. "Come and p I ay ! " the
say.
4.
Griz:zly
Bear
-,
The I i tt I e do~s si::iy i It
('
should be ·=u. Griz:zly Bei:ir
out of
his chair.
II

ORUMMERi3

FUN
GRUMP?
GRUMBLES

GUM
.JUGGLERS
.JUMPS

1 . So I patched it up with

bubble-·
2. Grizzly Bear watches the
go by.
5. He grizzles and
and tears come to his
e~es.
6. T e _ is in the sky.
9. My boat would not float
30 I patched it
-·
MUMBLES
SUN
UP
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Cloze 1
The Tiny Woman's Coat
Goodbye Lucy

The tiny woman stayed as
as a
, with her coat to
- - - in a
keep her warm.
Lucy forgot her goodbye _ _ .
He _ _ a big hole.
We like to have - - -.
dug

rug

hug

snug

bug

fun

CHAPTER 5
Summary, Conclusions and Recommendations
Summary
Mosenthal (1989} states that, "Teachers are caught between a rock and a
hard place." In this statement he refers to the position teachers occupy in the
debate between the proponents of phonics instruction and the whole language
approach. While leaders in the field (Aaron, Chall, Durkin, Goodman, &
Strickland, 1990) continue this debate, it is left to teachers to choose and
implement an effective way to teach reading.
This project examined both sides of this debate and a growing body of
literature that advocates a blending of the strengths of each side. The whole
language proponents say that decoding skills are learned by reading and that
readers see meaning as they read and not words or parts of words (Milligan,
1988}. The advocates of phonics instruction state that decoding skills must be
explicitly taught and that decoding unfamiliar words is a way to get meaning
(Milligan, 1988}. However, a group of researchers and writers in the field see
another way. They propose a balanced approach that combines the whole
language approach with phonics instruction.
This project sought to demonstrate that combination of phonics instruction
and the whole language approach through the development of lesson plans and
activities. The lesson plans and activities were based on whole language materials and high utility phonic generalizations. The use of these generalizations was
a way to insure that the skills taught were useful to the reader in decoding unfamiliar words. The lesson plans followed an adapted whole-part-whole format in
which familiar text and guided practice in decoding were key components.
Conclusions
Thus far no one method has been shown to address the needs of all
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students and since the primary responsibility for teachers is literacy for
students, it is the job of teachers to provide them with as many tools as possible
with which to tackle the task of becoming literate. Combining the strengths of
different methods and applying what has been observed to be effective is a
rational way to provide those tools.
Recommendations
As the kinds of materials used to teach reading change and broaden to
include children's literature and more expository text, continued research on the
usefulness of phonic generalizations is needed. Indeed, all traditional reading
skills should be examined within the framework of research to insure their
efficiency. It is important that the skills that are taught are truly useful to the
student in learning to read and not just tasks in and of themselves.
More work also needs to be done in the area of teacher training. Teachers need to become more adept at analyzing and questioning reading methods in
the light of what is known about the reading process. This will help teachers
make the best use of of reading methods for their students and prevent school
administrators and teachers from rushing headlong into the latest "new" method
and abandoning that which is valuable about the old.
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PHONICS GENERALIZATION 1

1. When a word ends in ck, it has the same last sound as in "look".
Wake Up, Mom - E
ducks
quack
Come For a Swim - F
bucket
The Wind Blows Strong - F
crackle
Bread - F
ducks
The Terrible Tiger - G
back
One Thousand Currant Buns - G
truck
Dad's Headache - G
knock
Little Car - G
kick( ed)
My Sloppy Tiger back

back

H

Mr. Whisper - H
back
The Poor Sore Paw - H
stuck
Red Socks and Yellow Socks - H
socks
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PHONICS GENERALIZATION 2

2. If the only vowel letter is at the end of a word, the letter usually stands for
a long sound.
What Would You Like? - E
no
I'm Bigger Than You - E
no
Mr. Grump - E
me
Spider, Spider - E
no
me
The Monkey Bridge - E
me
Good For You - E
me
Come For a Swim - F
he
she why
The Seed - F
go(ing)
Where Are You Going, Aja Rose? - F
we
me
go(ing)
Don't You Laugh at Me - F
me
so
she
Bread - F
go
Old Grizzly - G
go
no

be

The Terrible Tiger - G
go(ing)
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One Thousand Currant Buns - G
be
he
me
Dad's Headache - G
he
we
go
Little Car - G
we
go

no

The Cooking Pot - G
we
My Boat - G
no
Nowhere and Nothing - H
go
we
My Sloppy Tiger - H
he
me
go
so
we
no
The Tiny Woman's Coat - H
me
Ratty-Tatty - H
no
so
we
Mr. Whisper - H
he
she

she

so

The Poor Sore Paw - H
he
she
go(ing)
we
no
me
Red Socks and Yellow Socks - H
we
she
The Giant's Boy - H
he
me
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PHONICS GENERALIZATION 3

3. When consonant + y are the final letters in a one syllable word, the y has
a long i sound; in a polysyallbic word the y has a short i sound.
Mr. Grump - E
postlady
Come For a Swim - F
why
Where Are You Going, Aja Rose? - F
my
fly
Goodbye, Lucy - F
my
Old Grizzly - G
by
The Terrible Tiger - G
my
My Boat - G
my
Nowhere and Nothing - H
why
My Sloppy Tiger - H
my
cry
The Tiny Woman's Coat - H
try
Ratty-Tatty - H
ratty

tatty

The Poor Sore Paw - H
my
The Giant's Boy- H
sky
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PHONICS GENERALIZATION 4

4. A single vowel in a closed syllable has a short sound, except that it may
be modified in words in which the vowel is followed by an r.
What Would You Like? - E
in
sandwich
butter
fat

grasshopper
yes

I'm Bigger Than You - E
than
Mr. GrumQ - E
grump at
milkman
better

postlady
let

kiss

Wak~ UQ, MQm - E
up
mom
wuff
dogs
quack
little
and

pigs
ducks
his

Let's Hav~ § Swim - E
in
jump
swim
had

let's

SQid~r. SQig~r - E
not
The Manke~ Bridge - E
number
went
into
and
Good For You - E
is

fresh

Come For§ Swim - F
swim
mom
and
ran
suntan
in
shut
got
it
with
yell(ed)
get
splash(ed) fell

is

hugs

dad
on
am
fill(ed)
tip(ped)
him
then

had
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~

The Seed - F
plant(ed)
but
went
at

and
did(n't)
forgot dad
this

it
not

Where Are You Going, Aja Rose? - F
jump
stand
on
can
with
bed
Don't You Laugh at Me - F
is
at
him
stop
dog
gets
and

can('t)
cat
up

The Wind Blows Strong - F
bells
crash
flutter
flap

flags

Goodb~e. Luc~ - F
forgot
it
mom
lunch
hug

is
got

Along Comes Jake
helps
garden
then

-F
with
Ben
and

bed
dad
shop(ping)

Bread - F
Mom
and
ducks
is

twins
got
rest

get
dog
it

on
just
dogs
fun
his

band
drum(mers)
jug(glers)
grump(y)
rest

Old Grizzl~ - G
sits
and
not
little
jumps
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The Terrible Tiger - G
hunt
not
hill
that
scamper

hog
back

One Thousand Currant Buns - G
buns
Bob
can
Miss
it
big
them
on
his
truck
then
on
past
gulls
ran
yelp(ed)
dogs
stop(ped)
well
fat
but
got
Dad's Headache - G
Dad('s)
had
him
better
in
dog
knock
on
did
stop
noise
and

got
let
fun(ny)
hands
that

Noise - G
had
stop
Mom
can

on
that
went
not

Brent
yell(ed)
better
then

Little Car - G
lump
in
kick(ed)
sat

let's
stop
back
grass

get
hill
yell( ed)
itself

The Cooking Pot - G
pot
got
Spot
hot
it
lot
is

dinner

will
else
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M)'.

BQat- G
had
and
with
bubble
went

little
not
skin
gum
get

it
up
did
thumb
across

Nowhere and Nothing - H
and
on
with
at
in
sat
Mom
Dad

bed
got
yell(ed)

M)l SIOQQ)l Tiger - H
slop(py)
spills
his
on
it
up
gets
dish
splash
splish
that
back
has
will
scrub
big
mend
tell
steps
pot

milk
is
lunch
jam
better
grin(ning)
with
in
him

The Tin)!'. Woman's
will
snip
bug
with

can
snug
in

Ratt)l-Tatt)I'. - H
rat(ty)
if
fish
big
trap
sniff(ed)
went
and

Coat - H
get
went
rug

tatty
man('s)
had
on
that
but
off
at

egg
cat('s)
plan
snap(py)
will
got
it .
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Mr. Whisper - H
his
shop
still
back
lot
fell
got
just

cup
in
is
with
gulp
crash
at

The Poor Sore Paw - H
dog
across
got
his
and
until
sat
but
off
yell(ed)
dinner
jam
this
stop(ped)

)

went
can('t)
big
this
shelves
much
had

when
stuck
get
on
then
Sam

Red Socks and Yellow Socks - H
red
socks
yellow
Billy
had
big
and
on
went
got
it
but
did(n't)
The Giant's Bo)£ - H
felt
black
thunder
and
ran
let
better
stop(ped)
his

stamp(ed)
yell(ed)
hug
wind
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PHONICS GENERALIZATION 5

5. The r gives the preceding vowel a sound that is neither long nor short.
What Would You Like? - E
spider
your

worm

Mr. Grump - E
poor
Wake Up, Mom - E
for
Spider, Spider - E
spider

bird

caterpillar

The Monkey Bridge - E
roar(ed)
Good For You - E
for

air

Come For a Swim - F
for
her
The Seed - F
forgot
Don't You Laugh at Me - F
bird
or
hard

her

The Wind Blows Strong - F
door
flutter
Goodbye, Lucy - F
forgot
Along Comes Jake - F
garden
car
Old Grizzly- G
chair
circus

care
more

fair
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The Terrible Tiger - G
scare(d)
bird
One Thousand Currant Buns - G
for
her
form
Dad's Headache - G
our
Noise - G
cars

bird

for

Little Car - G
car

for

hire

The Cooking Pot - G
corn
Nowhere and Nothing - H
park
My Sloppy Tiger - H
fur
T-shirt
The Tiny Woman's Coat - H
our
sharp
storm
her
Ratty-Tatty - H
her

horse
warm

fork

Mr. Whisper - H
her
The Poor Sore Paw - H
sore
her
for
Red Socks and Yellow Socks - H
wore
work
The Giant's Boy - H
stormy

farmer
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PHONICS GENERALIZATION 6

6. When a word ends in vowel-consonant-e, the e is silent, and the vowel may
be long or short.
What Would You Like? - E
like
I'm Bigger Than You - E
same
Mr. Grump - E
smile
Wake Up, Mom - E
wake
The Monkey Bridge - E
make
Good For You - E
games
The Seed - F
rake(d)
Where Are You Going, Aja Rose? - F
plane
The Wind Blows Strong - F
make
waves
Along Comes Jake - F
Jake
bike
Old Grizzly- G
alone

like

The Terrible Tiger - G
snake
home
One Thousand Currant Buns - G
huge
made
drove
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Dad's Headache - G
make
Noise - G
time
Little Car - G
nice

hire

The Cooking Pot - G
like
My Sloppy Tiger - H
wipes
face
holes
The Tiny Woman's Coat - H
mine
mane
Ratty-Tatty - H
stole
Mr. Whisper - H
broke
smile(d)

made

take

like

came

The Poor Sore Paw - H
home
Red Socks and Yellow Socks - H
line
Kate
The Giant's Boy - H
gale
smile(d)

ate
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PHONICS GENERALIZATION 7

7. Digraphs: When the following double vowel combinations are seen together,
the first is usually long and the second is silent: ai, ay, ea, ee, oa, ow (ea may
also have a short e sound, and ow may have an ou sound.
What Would You Like? - E
peanut
Wake Up, Mom - E
sheep
Let's Have a Swim - E
stay(ed)
Spide r, Spider - E
bee

tea

Good For You - E
play(ing)
Come For a Swim - F
lay
wait(ing)
The Seed - F
seed
day

grow

each

away

Where Are You Going, Aja Rose? - F
rain
feed
tree
Don't You Laugh at Me - F
eat
road
The Wind Blows Strong - F
blows
creak
leaves
sails
Along Comes Jake - F
paint(ing)
Bread - F
goat

trees
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Old Grizzl~ - G
play
today

say
day

away

The Terrible Tiger - G
tail
creep
One Thousand Currant Buns - G
way
May
know
beach
sheep
scream(ed)
bleat(ed)
see
tea
Dad's Headache - G
feel
play(ed)
Noise - G
keep

read

bee

Little Car - G
away slow
The CoQking Pot - G
jellybeans
M~ Boat - G
boat
sail(ed)

float

Nowhere and Nothing - H
lay
play
M~ Sloi;m~ Tiger - H
away
clean
paint
please(d)
The Tin¥ Woman's
coat
gray
three

Coat - H
leaves
needle
stay(ed)

sea

street

say

trees
seeds
keep

Ratt¥-T att¥ - H
cheese
Mr. Whisper - H
need

bowl

please
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The Poor Sore Paw - H
free
goat

way

Red Socks and Yellow Socks - H
yellow
The Giant's Boy - H
hail
rain
day

feel
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PHONICS GENERALIZATION 8

8. The following double vowel combinations usually blend: au, aw, ou, oi, oy, oo
(oo has two common sounds).
What Would You Like? - E
you
mouse
I'm Bigger Than You - E
Rooster
goose
oops
Mr. Grump - E
growl

shout

Wake Up, Mom - E
cow
moo
Good For You - E
good

you

you

oink

you

Come For a Swim - F
oil
towel
The Seed - F
look
Where Are You Going, Aja Rose? - F
house
mouse
Don't You Laugh at Me - F
now
down
The Wind Blows Strong - F
noise
Bread - F
saw
Old Grizzly- G
clowns
shout

out

loud
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One Thoysand Currant Byns - G
howl(ed)
growl(ed)
house
now
Dad's Headache - G
our
Noise - G
noise

saw

Little Car - G
out

down

Nowhere and Nothing - H
down
out
M~ Sloppy Tiger - H
town
toys
now
shower
claws
out

down
bounds

The Tiny Woman's Coat - H
our
out
Mr. Whisper - H
voice
noise
down

loud(er)
out
counter

The Poor Sore Paw - H
paw
down
cow
howl(ing)

shouted
now

howl(ed)

Red Socks and Yellow Socks - H
now
The Gi 9 nt's Boy - H
frown(ed)
boy
now
house(s)

clouds
shout(ed)

Appendix B
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Appendix B
These books were selected from the The Sunshine Series, Levels E-H,
published by the Wright Group Company to be used in this project. The selection
was based on the number of words in each book that were applicable to
Generalizations One and Four and their suitability for the cloze and crossword
activities.
Level E
Let's Have A Swim
Level F
Along Comes Jake
Bread
Come For A Swim
Goodbye Lucy
The Seed
Where are You Going, Aia Rose?
Level G
The Cooking Pot
Dad's Headache
Little Car
My Boat
Old Grizzly
Noise
One Thousand Currant Buns
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Level H
The Giant's Boy
Mr. Whisper
My Sloppy Tiger
The Poor Sore Paw
Ratty-tatty
Red Socks and Yellow Socks
The Tiny Woman's Coat

